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WE STRIVE FOR

100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

As one of the leading bespoke staircase designers in London,
we strive for 100% success rate regardless of complexities.
We make sure the clients enjoy working with our dynamic
team knowing that everything will be done professionally
and with perfection — putting their mind at ease from the
beginning to the end.
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ABOUT US

STRATEGIC APPROACH TO DESIGNING
AND INSTALLING BESPOKE STAIRCASES
Any staircase designed beautifully and installed
strategically escalates the property’s overall appeal.
But, for many years, property owners have struggled
to access top-notch staircases due to the high prices
and unavailability of skilled engineers who can
design the staircases catered to the space and style
of the property.
To mitigate the hassle property owners had to go
through when seeking professional help in building
premium staircases at affordable prices, Ovoms is
one of the first ones to respond. From the conceptualisation level to giving it a refined look, we maintain
a high-quality standard throughout the process
while seeking clients’ permission throughout.

While you start the process by selecting a basic
design, you can customise how it looks and functions
to create a bespoke staircase ideal for your needs.
This includes additional steps, balustrades, glass,
timber, handrails and various colour options and
finishes.
However, it’s important to keep in mind that the
more complex the design, the greater the impact on
material and labour costs, affecting the overall
quotation. We can help you adjust the design as
much as you need to so that it falls within both your
design and budgetary requirements,
achieving a perfect balance. Please contact us to
discuss this further.

CREATIVITY
IS OUR SPECIALTY
We are creative and always think
out-of-the-box when it comes to staircase designing whether it’s for domestic or commercial spaces.

CUSTOMISATION
IS WHAT WE ARE GOOD AT
We make designing simple, elegant,
and different from others. So, even the
simplest of designs attracts the
visitors without fail.

TIMELY DELIVERY
IS OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
We are pro at time management and
our team makes sure your bespoke
staircase is usable right when it is
supposed to be.
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WHY

WORK WITH OVOMS?
Ovoms stands for aesthetics, quality and ease of use when
it comes to everything about staircase designing and installation. We are professional and ensuring excellence is
what we always strive for.
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ABOUT US

OUR MAIN AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Affordable Services
Our main aim is to let the property owners enjoy
bespoke premium staircase services at the most affordable prices. Hence, we have our pricing plan catered to
your specific needs and is unbeatable in the market for
the same quality of service.

Professionally Accredited Designers
We care for our clients and employ only the finest
designers to complete the project so that your property
gets nothing but a heightened sense of aristocracy and
luxury. Our designers keep it simple yet elevating both
in functionality and character.

Personalised Experience

WE WILL DO
THE BEST
FOR YOUR
PROJECT

We do not work alone. Our designing process includes
our honourable clients and we seek for approval before
any changes are made to the design. Besides, your
suggestion is given high priority to ensure your personal stamp on the design.

Flexible, Unique Designs
We make things simple for our clients by starting with
numbered designs and prices which can be customised to suit your spaces, however complex they are. The
custom design we achieve sets itself apart from the
crowd making it more appealing.

Advanced 3D Rendering
Our computerised 3D models help you to understand
more about the dimensions of the staircase design
within your property and how it will look and work in
reality. You’ll see precisely what you’re paying for and
how the cost changes with any alterations.
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ABOUT US

We help you conceptualise
your staircase design and
customise it for you.

We have creative
designers who will help
you to understand and
finalise your project

We supply, fabricate and
install

We do things in the right
order to deliver our projects
on time.
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STAIRS

ZIG ZAG STAIRCASE
CONTEMPORARY OPEN
STAIRCASE WITH STEEL
STRINGERS, TIMBER
TREADS AND GLASS
AND METAL BALUSTRADE.
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CONTEMPORARY OPEN
ZIGZAG STAIRCASE
WITH STEEL STRINGERS
TIMBER TREADS AND
GLASS AND METAL
BALUSTRADE.
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STAIRS

ZIG ZAG STAIRCASE

CONTEMPORARY OPEN
ZIG ZAG STAIRCASE
WITH STEEL STRINGERS
GLASS/METAL TREADS
AND METAL BALUSTRADE.
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STAIRS

CLOSE TREADS STAIRCASE
MINIMALIST FOLDED
STAIRCASE WITH
STEEL STRINGERS
TIMBER TREADS
AND METAL/GLASS
BALUSTRADE.
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MINIMALIST FOLDED STAIRCASE
WITH STEEL STRINGERS, TIMBER
TREADS PAINTED IN WHITE AND
METAL BALUSTRADE.
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STAIRS

CLOSE TREADS STAIRCASE

MINIMALIST FOLDED
STAIRCASE WITH
STEEL STRINGERS
TIMBER TREADS
PAINTED IN WHITE
AND GLASS
BALUSTRADE.
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STAIRS

FLOATING STAIRCASE

FLOATING STAIRCASE
WITH STEEL STRINGERS
TIMBER TREADS AND
GLASS/ METAL
BALUSTRADE.
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STAIRS

CUSTOM DESIGNED PREMIUM STAIRCASE
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THE PROCESS
SUMMARY
Stage 1-Requesting an enquiry
Once you have decided to go with us, you will
need to contact our office for a quotation by
sending an email to support@ovoms.com.
The quotation based on cad/PDF drawings
and sketches you have provided to us depending
on the model you like.

Stage 2-Acceptance of quotation
We start processing your order upon acceptance
of the quotation. Once the quotation and the
design are agreed, a site survey will be arranged.

Stage 3- Design process
Our design team starts to conceptualise and
visualise your staircase, and these will be issued
for final approval prior to manufacture.

Stage 4-Completion time
Approximately the whole process takes 6-8
weeks, depending on the size and complexity
of the staircase.
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FAQ
GUIDE
What makes you diff erent from other staircase designers?
You can read all about us and our approach to staircase design throughout our website
but in a nutshell, we aim to provide high-quality products at competitive, affordable
prices for our clients. We’ve created a more accessible staircase service for homeowners
offering a personalised experience in which you can work with highly skilled designers
who use 3d rendering to bring your staircase to life.

Why should I use a staircase designer?
A staircase can make a huge impact on your space; therefore, it’s important to create a
design which works for you. Experienced, professional staircase designers are specialists
in this area. They will help you to find the ideal solution for everything from your budget
and property dimensions to the functionality and aesthetics you’d love to achieve.

How much does staircase design cost?
How much your staircase will cost will depend on a number of factors. We strive to make
high quality designs more affordable for property owners, so our standard staircases start
at £9,000. However, during the customisation process, you may like to select additional
features or create a more complex design. Once you’ve received your bespoke quotation,
you can accept, or if you need the price to fall within a lower budget, our staircase designers
can help you.

What happens during the design process?
We’ve mapped out the step by step process, from creating your staircase design to
preparing for the build and installation. Rest assured, our expert team will guide you
through the process and keep you informed throughout, so you’re never left wondering
what’s happening next.

Will I receive a home visit?
Yes! Rather than working blindly on a design, one of our team will visit your home
and conduct a survey to measure the dimensions in which the staircase will be built.
This allows us to create accurate 3d rendering to give you a visual idea of how the
stairs will work in the space, making it easier to achieve a design which works for you.
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Should I pick a standard staircase design?
Most of our clients find it helpful to start with a standard design, but the fun begins
when customis- ing the model to suit your needs. How much you tailor the staircase
will depend on your budget, the dimensions of your home and the results you want.
Many like to keep the design as simple as possible, whereas others have more specific
ideas about what they’d like to add to the design. Our team will produce a bespoke
quotation if your customisation options change the price.

Can I choose different colours?
Yes. Depending on the staircase you’ve chosen, there will be coloured features to help
you put your stamp on the design. You don’t have to select a bold colour. Many clients
choose classic white, grey or black shades or something which suits their home décor
and interiors. There’s a whole palette of RAL colours to choose from, so it’s easy to
adjust each tone until you find one you like, using our 3d models to see how it will
look within your property.

Do you create bespoke designs?
We can customise the staircase to include bespoke features such as the materials used,
additional features and even the depth and number of steps. While we make things
as easy as possible by providing seven standard designs which can be customised, if
you have ideas for a unique design which doesn’t match these concepts, just speak to
our team.

Where do you work?
We travel to properties across the UK but are based in south-west London, within easy
reach of surrounding areasBerkshire
Croydon
Ealing
Hammersmith
Hertfordshire
Kensington
London
Surrey

How do I get started?
Starting the process is easy. To get in touch, call now on 07792445291
or email support@ovoms.com
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